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INTRODUCTION

Measurementof humanjoint motion frequently
involves the use of markersto describejoint motion in a
global reference frame. Results may be quite arbitraryif
the reference fimne is not propexlychosen with respect to
thejoint’s rotationalaxis(es). In na~ jornt axes can exist
at any cxientationand location relative to an arbitmrily
chosen global reference frame. An arbitraryaxis is any
axis thatis not coincident with a reference coadinate. We
calculate the errorsthatresult when joint motion occurs
about an arbitraryaxis in a global reference frame.

REVIEW AND THEORY

Kinematic and anatomic analyses of a numberof
humanjoints have suggested thatthey move about fixed
revolutes thatare not parallel to the anatomicreference
planes (Hollister, et al. 1991, Hollister, et al. 1993, Inman,
1976, London, 1981). Analysis of kinematic datahas
traditionallybeen done usingjoint comdinate systems
aligned with the anatomic referenceplanes (Go@ et al.,
1983, Kinzeu et al., 1983, Lundborg, 1988) These
analyses use Euler rotationsabout the coordinatereference
frame with or without calculated displacements. This
method of describing motion is subject to error(de Lange,
et al., 1990) and intra-obsemervariability. Furthermore,
these methods for describing motion do not relatedmtly
to the kinematic mechanism of thejoint itself.

PROCEDURES AND RESULTS

Rotations of a body moving about an arbitraryaxis in
a reference frame are determined by the axis’ ct and 13
angles of offset fro-mthe reference fmme and the 9k angle

of rotation about the arbitrary axis, k (Fig. 1).

Displacements of a body moving about an arbhmry
axis in a referenee ftame are determined by the axis’ a and
B angles, the@ angle of rotation, r, the distance of the
body fmm the axis of rotation, and dj the distance from the
axis to the reference frame @lg. 2).

When the arbhmy axis, k is coincident with the
refenmcez-axis (d, a,~=O)andtithr. l,thexandy
positions of the point&ace out cosine and sine waves,
respectively, and the z position remains at zem for varying
Ok. For perfect alignment but with r#l, the amplitude of
the cosbe and sine curves is scaled accordingly. When the
arbitrary axis is parallel to the reference z-axk but is
transitedby non-zero xk, y’k,aUd/Orzk,theCOIRSpOIId@
measuredL y, and z trajectoriesare shifted by x~ W, and
zk, respectively (Fig. 3).
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Figwe 1:Rotation about an arbitrary axis.
Withthearbitraryaxisoffsetftomthemfenmce

frame’saxes, but still-passing throughthe origin (d= O),
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the xyz trajectories vary significantly with the offset

angles, a and ~ @lg. 4). The trajectories can be made to
vary qualitatively as well as quantitatively depending on
the choice of ct and b.
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Figure Z Rotation, ~, about ~ arbitrary axis, ~ with
translation (by amounts xk, yk, zk) from the reference
frame, x, y, z. ‘he distance of the arbitrary axis is given

by: d = (x# + yk2 + zk2)l~. The point moved about the
arbitrary frame is a distance, r, from the arbitrary axis.
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l%gure3: xyz positions with a shift of xk = 5, for Ok
varying from zero to 90 deg. The z trajectory is mm; they
tmjectcny traces out the cosine fimctiow the x tmjectory
traces out an offset sine, centered about xk=5.
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Figure 4: xyz positions for axes of rotation with varying
offset angles, a and ~ (d=O, r=l): shown are x trajectories

(thick lines; et, ~ = O,solid C@= 10 and 20 deg, dashed;
tx=80 deg. ~ = O,dashed), y trajectories (thin dashed), and
z trajectories (thin, solid).

Euler angle rotations are also affected by the et
and ~ offsets. With zero offSets, the Euler angles
correspond with the @ rotations (with variation in only
one of the Euler angles) Whh rotation about a single

arbitrary axis with 10 deg offse~ this relationship breaks
down: cxand ~ offset angles produce rotations about all
three Euler coordinates, and the relationships are nonlin~
(Fig. 5). Different results are obtained if the a and ~
offsets are 80-, even though the axis lies within 1(Y of a
reference coordinate.
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Figure 5: Euler angle rotations calculated from rotations
about an iubitrary axis with ct and ~ = 10 deg.

DISCUSSION

Slight offsets of the global reference frame from the
axis of rotation produce signifkant errors in remrding
displacements and rotations for motion about the joint axis.
We conclude that the relationship of the reference frame to
the axis of rotation must be known in order to perform
accumte kinematic measurements.
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